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NIDRĀ  
J U L I E  P E P P E R  

M A R C H ,  2 0 1 3  
 

Nidra, “the deep sleep” is a form of consciousness, Nidra is the ability to forget when  

necessary.  This is the VRitti in yoga sutra 1.2 Patangali talks about: yogas citta-vritti - nirodhah  

“Yoga is to still the patterning of consciousness” 

 

The experience by most when the body needs sleep ,is that the outward sensations are 

losing cognitive ability - in a way it is a natural viaragya - non attachment.  The body  can fatigue 

or record a noticeable lack of energy.  Articulation to others and one’s self is less sharp as brain 

waves change frequency thus lowering in recorded hertz per /cycle . The nervous system 

relents and takes in lesser perception through the senses. A example of one of the many 

withdrawals are the eye lids having a heavy sensation.  

 

The body at rest slowly becomes listless, the mind descends in to the subconscious, a 

merging of internal dialogues create an analogue perceptions.(a situation which in some ways 

resembles a different situation. ) in Greek ana “up” and logos meaning “ration” as in dream 

sleep--”a structural derivative of a parent compound that often differs from it by a single 

element.”  - Wiktionary -  hence the bounty of realities in the dream state 

 



 

 

Consciousness is a noun: an alert cognitive state in which you are aware of yourself and 

your situation. Cognition in science is a group of mental process that includes attention, 

memory, producing and understanding language, learning reasoning, problem solving, and 

decision making. It is an information processing view of an individual’s psychological functions.  

Cognition comes from the latin verb cognosco (con - ‘With’ + gnosco -‘Know’) Itself a cognate of 

the Ancient Greek verb gnosko meaning ‘i know’ . Broadly used the word cognition means to 

recognize. 

 

Nidra means sleep, Nidra is a state of conscious deep sleep. In meditation you remain in the 

waking state of consciousness, and gently focus the mind while allowing thought-patterns, 

emotions, sensations, and images to arise and go on. However in yoga-Nidra you go beyond 

Dreaming state to the Deep sleep state. Yoga Nidra is very relaxing and used by yogis and a way 

to purify Samskaras, the deep impressions that are the driving force behind Karma. Yoga Nidra 

is conscious deep sleep and deep sleep is not conscious Dreaming.  Yoga Nidra is also not the 

transition between waking and dreaming . Nidra means sleep Yoga means union. There is no 

dreaming in this union.  Swami Rama describes “sleepless sleep” and its greater depth than 

alpha brain wave. 

 

A poem for the right brain -  

I am a Wave in the Ocean of Bliss. 

I and the Ocean are One  

I am ocean. 
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I am that 

We can register a scaled hertz cycle for the left brain - that we may have a broader view 

than our own experiences can equate and regurgitate- the genesis of this scale came through 

Heinrich Hertz “input interpretation of physical characteristics.” – Wolfram. Alpha: A way of 

tracking brain movement or lack thereof at 8-13 hertz /cycle relaxed, passive attention,  Beta: 

typical level of daily mental activity recorded in hertz of 14 - 30 hertz/cycles per second in 

reverie, often considered the goal of relaxation exercises ; theta 4 - 7 h/c normally considered 

unconscious, possibly drowsy ,or halfway asleep - we don't fall asleep. In Delta .5-3.5 h/c 

considered to be unconscious, dreamless nidra. Yoga Nidra is beyond any visualization, that 

may bring you along to Deep sleep. 

  

 The level of deep sleep (m of om mantra) or prajna is the level at which Yoga Nidra is 

directed.  The belly center of the body’s “gut”instinct is (a of om mantra) a body connection. 

The heart center, a vibration, (o of om mantra) registers emotions. Bringing the three together 

in repeated Mantra draws a map through the human experience of body, mind and spirit. 

Heralding we are not separate from our selves or the universe we are one in many cycles of 

perception . Mathematically the term of Om is the ultimate one - in Yoga Om is the sound of 

the creation of the universe.  

 

To create newer truer response systems and be a part of Natures cycle, that the citta directs 

us in, we must depart purely mental voyages in the process of movement in the body. Letting 

Go in Yoga Nidra is Karmic work, a tool for anxiety, feeling disconnected Also this practiced 



 

 

conjures great gratitude directing feels for paying attention in non-attachment and discernment 

hence unfolding into our own nature. 

 

Many 4-8 step meditations are given for Yoga Nidra.  These are guided meditations karmic 

/cyclical healing tool for Samskars.  One example follows; 

1. Going into a savasana meditation as an entry 

2. Create an intention or Sankalpa 

3. Body scan, be here now , relaxed and connected  

4. Breath and Prana awareness  

5. Repeat Sankalpa in present language. “It is true”. 

6. Return slowly as entrance through a savasana. 

7. Flow up ward like a vessel being filled with a golden fluid , settle into sukhasana using  

pratyahara follow your breath and repeat often till joy is a perspective and fear is felt less or 

not at all .  

 

Nidra is a state of consciousness becoming aware of it opens cycles of healing .  

 


